I am running for SGA senate because I am passionate about this school and want to give all students at UVM the resources they need to succeed. As a member of many campus organizations, I know the importance of being involved around campus and how even just one extracurricular organization can shape ones’ time at UVM. As a member of many student organizations such as Greek life, the Catamount Innovation Fund, and various other student clubs, I feel that I have a good understanding of the UVM community and how to best serve it. If elected to office, I would focus on developing existing student opportunities as well as creating new ones where they are needed. I am also interested in networking with the UVM alumni network. I have utilized the UVM alumni network extensively through my time here for professional networking and I have found that it is a very underutilized resource by students. The opportunities afforded by this network are expansive and I believe in working with UVM administration to expand this and make it more accessible to students.